
“2020 presented major challenges to the insurance industry and every insurance buyer in the 

country.  As clients re-evaluated their insurance coverages and carriers, agents quickly realized that 

they couldn’t rely on brand loyalty alone. Agents must also provide near perfect client experiences in 

order to protect them and keep businesses thriving. 

Describe the biggest challenges your agency or company and clients faced this past year and what 

three service strategies you employed to overcome them and continue delivering incredible 

experiences to your clients.” 

 
Five years ago, if someone would have told me that I’d be recommended to the PIAW for CSR of 

the year I would have smirked and asked “I know the insurance industry loves their acronyms, but what 
does that even mean?”.  At that time, in 2016, nervous and intimidated for my first day as an intern at 
M3 Insurance and armored with only my personal automobile insurance policy as prior experience in the 
field; I quickly identified and gravitated towards M3 service, sales, and leadership employees that 
helped shape my career today.  Throughout the course of the summer, I gained first-hand experience in 
the industry by attending in-person client meetings and took on challenging service tasks provided by 
M3’s Education and Government franchises.  Although that internship provided me with the base-line 
technical knowledge to move into my full time role, I—more importantly—learned how to become,  
operate, and establish myself as a professional in the insurance service industry. 
 

In the years to come I overcame numerous challenges from a continuous hardening market 
across numerous lines of coverage and a need to develop my own personal brand and work ethic.  
Establishing myself as a team-oriented player throughout multiple teams, franchises, and practice 
groups at M3; I navigated my way through new and continual obstacles as they presented themselves.  
Outside the rather obvious “challenges” that hit the Property and Casualty industry in 2020 (COVID-19, a 
hardening Property market, and, specific to my practice group, difficult back-to-school planning) we 
continued to face adversity with continual employee turnover, internal account servicing transitions, 
and a client base that always seems to want to push for earlier and earlier renewal terms.  With each of 
these challenges I was able to utilize various skills and strategies in which I’ve learned throughout the 
course of my previous four years working in the industry. 
 
 Not unique to the organization that currently employs me, the industry as a whole constantly 
sees an influx of employees coming in the door on an entry-level basis.  I understand the difficulties that 
come with moving into a role with little to no experience.  I’ve always been proud to call myself an “M3 
success story” when it comes to the internship bringing on full-time employees after graduation.  With 
this, I pride myself on not only being an intern coach each summer, but also play an active role in making 
myself available to train interns on entry-level tasks, provide answers to any questions they may have, 
and make it known that I’m open for job shadow opportunities throughout the course of their time with 
our organization.  I’ve experienced first-hand the impact of having a strong mentor during both the 
internship program and in the first few months of my professional career.  This mentorship strategy 
goes a long way with developing not only my personal growth in passing what I know onto others, but 
also helps establish M3’s talent pool for future employees.  
 
 Another aspect of the industry I’ve experienced is the difficulty behind transitioning accounts 
internally from one service member to another.  To combat this one of the first items I task myself with 
when taking on a new account is to partner with the former service team (if possible) to establish the 
best way of introducing myself to the insured, detail any service standards I should be maintaining, and 



familiarize myself with the uniqueness surrounding each account.  I begin by calling or e-mailing the 
primary contact at the insured to introduce myself and explain the decision surrounding the transition of 
service members.  Insureds have provided the feedback to our sales team that they appreciate the 
personalized connection; and from there, I do my best to tailor my availability to each client as needed. 
Effective communication is a staple in this industry, and I pride my work ethic on providing timely 
responses.  As an early professional still shaping my technical knowledge, I’ve come to understand the 
power behind the simple statement of “I’m not 100% certain of the exact answer to your question, let 
me do some research and get back to you”.  Responsiveness and honesty goes a long way in establishing 
credibility with a new client.  
 
       As each year passes, timelines have seemed to accelerate on the insured’s end.  Realizing 
this trend, being proactive is not only a high M3 standard but also a high standard I hold myself to.  
Preparing pre-renewal planning documentation, having market-driven conversations with the insured, 
and establishing due-dates are some of the tasks I take care of right away and I’ve found are key to a 
successful renewal cycle.  Establishing the skillset of being proactive takes time, patience, and 
organization; but are well worth the results.  By proactively establishing and meeting renewal deadlines, 
insureds can focus on their own respective businesses and know that they will receive the same level 
insurance-related services they’ve come to know and expect. 
 
 In summary, there’s countless challenges that face the Property and Casualty service industry on 
a daily, weekly, and yearly basis; but I lean on the three pillars of mentorship, responsiveness, and being 
proactive to provide the service that M3 clients expect from their agents.  I want to thank all of those 
that have guided me on my journey thus far, as being nominated for this award is an attribute to the 
guidance and experience I’ve obtained from so many.  I wouldn’t be who I am today if it wasn’t for my 
incredible colleagues and I look forward to the future obstacles in which I know we will overcome as a 
team!       
 


